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Abstract

Squamous cell carcinoma is reporbed in a 64
years old foundry worker on both legs without meta-
stases after 2 years offollow up. He has been exposed

to the temperature of 2500 F over 50 years. This
condition has not been documented previously in
Sri Lanka.

Introduction

Sun light is the main factor in the aetiologr of
skin cancers, but there are environmental factors,
carcinogens contribute to their development.

Chimney sweepers, mule spinners, capstan
lathe operators are some of the well documented

occupations which may predisposed to squamous cell
carcinoma because of the contact with carcinogens

on the skin surface 3. Kligman described the infrared
radiation in the aetiolory of skin malignancy2. Cross -
reported over 160 cases of squamous cell carcinoma
of the legs in rural Irish women who spent hours in
front of open hearths containing burning peatl.
IGngd cancers of Kashmir arise from holding
earthware pot containing burning coal against the
skin 3. Kang cancers are seen in China in people who
sleep on a heated brick. These are some of the well
documented heat induced skin cancers 3.

Case report
A 64 years old male, a foundry worker presented

with warty plaques on both his shins. He had these

lesions for 2 months. It starbed as erythematous,
pigmented plaques which later became warty. It was

neither itching nor painfirl.

He had been working in a foundry for 50 years

and exposed to a temperature of2500 F,2-3 hours
a week from a distance of 6 feet without adequate

safety measures.

He does not smoke or take alcohol. He is not on
any medications. On examination he was not pale,
not icteric and there was no palpable ly*ph nodes.

Cardiovascular, respiratory systems and the
abdomen were clinically normal.

Examination of the skin showed erX'thematous,
scaly, warty lesions sJrmmetrically involving his shin.
There is no tenderness.

Investigations: IIb 13.87o, White count 9800,
Blood urea 28m9, liver function tests were within
normal limits, Chest X-ray was normal.

Histopathology showed invasion of epidermal
cells into the dermis with atypical squamous eells.

Horn pearls were present in fairly large numbers,
changes compatible with a squamous cell carcinoma.

Discussion

Infra red radiation denature DNA and coagulate
oroteins+. A sinsle exDGsure of infta red radiation
of subthreshold intensitv causes mild ervthema.
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of chronic exposure n like in this patient who had 50
years ofexposure to heat.
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